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In order to understand hoUJ psychological, social and spiritual dimensions C!:{fect
physical health uJe need a theory that is much more broadly based than conventional
«biOtnedicine». Our model (?f the human must employ the langl/(~Re (if iriforrnation
science, since «rnind» and «spirit» arc iriformational, not rnaterial, concepts. Current
research and clinical expericncewith psychosocial and spiritual methods lead liS to
the conclusion that it is time to advocate such a4iunctive care for Inost people l/lith
cancer or other chronic diseases. «Meanin,g» in disease and responsibilityfor health
is discussed as well as the releuance ~fpursuin,!,? a sJJiritual (-<;elf-transcending) path
hoth j(Jr patients facing death and j(n pnifessionals workin,!,? with them.

Much has been written about the limitations of the reductionist approach to
understanding health and disease. My main ainl is to suggest a model or way of
thinking that is r110re integrative, and allows us to incorporate mind and even
spirit into our theories and our therapy.

My particular field is the effects of mind on cancer. Here we are faced with the
questions: how could an intangible thing like r11ind aftect a concrete object like
a tmllour? How can we address this experimentally? How to conceptualize the
probler11? What is mind anyway? And at a practical level, is there an opportunity
to help patients through an adjunctive psychological route?

I would like to start on a personal note. After migrating to Canada as an
immunologist 16 years ago I becanle interested in yoga and in self-understanding.
I discovered, arnong other things, that we largely create our own reality, and
wondered if this rnight have health implications. Because I was elnployed at a
large cancer treatr11ent and research centre, I began working, under supervision,
with cancer patients, trying to help therll cope better and tIght their disease. I
trained and registered in clinical psychology, and shifted n1Y research to investigate
how aqjunctive psychosocial interventions could help cancer patients. In the
literature I found some evidence for an impact of rnind on disease, in such areas
as placebo research, biofeedback and psychosornatic nledicine: these findings
seemed to be generally ignored by r11edicine. For cancer, around 1980, the
evidence for a mental eHect was minimal, although there was no lack ofanecdotes
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about renlarkable renlissions. As I worked with patients I began to see a few
patients who did unexpectedly well, and that, while effects ofmedical treatment
could not be ruled out in most of these people, the physical effects seenled to be
related to profound psychological change.

Part ofmy search for understanding these phenomena led me outside the ortho
dox medical and scientific community. I discovered - as I'm sure many of you
have known f<x a long titTle - that there are sonle very interesting people,
sonletimes called healers or by other names, who have a great store of wisdorn.
I've found that while relevant knowledge is not all to be found within orthodo.x'Y
by any ITleanS, there is also clearly a lot of uncritical and wishful thinking in the
counter-culture that has to be by-passed. I've explored some of the avenues of
various spiritual disciplines, gone to workshops, taken therapy, sat at the fl'et of
anyone I thought had something to teach Inc. Added to this, I had some post
doctoral experience, quite unplanned, in the shape of a serious cancer of Iny
own six years ago, whilst inlmersed in this work, and my response to that was to
intensify the kind ofwork on Inyselfthat I had been teaching patients, and to go
to a spiritual retreat for three months. In that time 1 learned a great deal about
the subject through introspective work. So nlY views that 1 will express today
come fronl several sources: hom the clinical experience of having run quite a
large cancer out-patient clinic now for about twelve years; frOln nlY own
experience with the disease; and fI-orn the orthodox literature and the scientific
side as well.

To guide my research and therapy I felt 1 needed two things: First of all, and
most important perhaps, I needed a theoretical scheme. How could health be affected
by mind? If that's really true, how can we conceptualize it?There is very little to
guide and help us, and while there are a lot of ideas in the Neu) AJ;e literature,
they tend to be foggy, unfocused and exaggerated, although sometimes helpful.
The second thing I needed was sonle sort of plan for the experinlental work and
I decided to do intervention studies and learn as I went along. So 1 started very
gradually in this work with the cancer patients, trying to make sure to do no
harm and to learn what helped people by experience. Our first experirnents
were with brief group therapy, and the tests were f()r improvement of quality of
life. But 1 always wanted (and now I'm beginning) to Inove to seeking effects on
the length of life. Not because it's more irnportant, perhaps, but because it's
tnore dratnatic and has Inore chance, it seenlS to me, of effecting a change in
biomedical thinking. That phase of our research is just beginning. I can tell you
what we're doing, but I don't have much in the way of results yet.

My contribution is in three parts.The main part is to present a theory trying to
incorporate the effects of mind and spirit on disease. Then I thought you would
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be interested just to see, very briefly, sonlething about our programmes with
patients.And lastly, at the end, I would like to come back to a more philosophical
issue: Is there any meaning in the experience of a serious disease? How are we
to understand that?

Theoretical ideas

We can do a little diagram of the broad pathway of events that nlight connect a
nlental state with cancer. In response to an environmental change we Inight
have cognitive and affective behavioural changes in the subject. The central
nervous system will be involved and via neuro-endocrine pathways will affect
the periphery, and some of the systems shown here.They can be local effects on
cancer regulating mechanisms, for example imlnunological or growth factor
hormones, which can affect tumour growth and thus affect survival.

Environmental Cognitive, afffective
change ----.... and behavioral

changes in subject

Central nervous

----.... system effects
(neuroendocrine)

J
Peripheral effects
e.g. neurological, endocrine,
vascular, Iympathic

on
Survival

Local effects on cancer 
Effects on tumor ~ regulating mechanisms, e.g.
growth immunological? growth factors?

Pi/!,. 1: Broad pathway if events cormectin/t!. mind and cancer

Now, where do we start on the pathway in J<'ig. 1? Different disciplines tend to
do different things, don't they? An epidemiologist Inight try to connect that first
box in F~I{. 1 with the last box.A person interested in psycho-neuro-imnlunology
might try to connect the second box with the fifth box. But it's very difficult to
get a handle on the whole.
r think you can see it doesn't make much sense to choose one level of analysis,
such as, for exanlple, the biochenlicallevel, which is popular, and try to under
stand the whole process in those terms. We need different levels of explanation.
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So what would happen if, instead of being reductionists, we stood back and
tried to generate a theory that would connect all of the levels?What sources can
we draw on to derive such a theory? Well, we can go back to the ancient
Greeks, particularly HIPPOCRKfES and others with their ideas about balance and
hannony and how they are important for health. We find the sanle kind of ideas
in Eastern philosophy: in Hinduisln, for exarnple, mind is primary and matter is
considered to be a more concrete lllanifestation of lllind. FrOln rnore modern
western sources, we can draw on general systems theory, semiotics, and on
psychosomatic medicine.

];'ig. 2 shows a convenient starting poillt for this kind of thinking; you've all seen
diagrams like this.

Cosmos

Life

Species

Whole body

Organs

Cells/tissues

Molecules

F~I!,. 2: Principal structures identified by science

It is a structuralrnodel or map ofthe human organism. From atoms and molecules
- at the most sirnple level - through cells, O1gans and the whole body: this part I've
encased in a box, in accordance with the usual convention that we stop at our
skin, which of course we do not; then we move out through the species) l!fe in
general and the cosmos. The important thing about this diagram, which you will
have seen from the writings of people like GEORGE ENGEL (although in this part
of the world there was a lot of earlier writing frolll others like ADOLF MEYER
offering similar models) - the irnportant thing about it is that it is a
hierarchy.

Each level is subsumed under or included in the ones above. Any effect on any
level of this diagram affects all other levels. A mutation in the DNA can affect a
person's social life, for exan1ple. And rnore interestingly, being laid off fron1 your
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job Gill affect what h:lppens in your heart and your biochemistry. These are
commonplace observations. The Zen poets put it very nicely, they say: (,Cut a
blad<: of grass and shake the universe». I think chaos theories have some similar
offerings. This model - the ENGEL type model - how<:ver, lacks something; it
lacks mind, and of course it lacks spirit - no matter that hardly anyone in the
orthodox biomedicine tries to deal with spirit.

What are we going to do about that? This brings me to, I suppose, the central
and most irnportant point. It's one 1 always find the most difficult to explain, so
I bope you'll bear with me.

There are at least two ways oflooking at that map or at a human being. There
are two languages if you like. I'd like to introduce the second language which
will be f:nniliar to many of you, but perhaps not to everyone.This is the language
of ir!{onnatic)f1, or pattenl - or the way things are arranged not just what they are
made tip of.

Here's anothn human being (sec F£It. 3):

Current inforrnalion
* Selective input from
environment

Post infofmolion
* Genetic
* Developmental interactions
* Early learning

Starage .languages"
(bodyfarml

* DNA
* Neurological slruclure
* Immune system
* Tissue pollerns

leg muscle tensionsj
* Cullurol- speech, writing, art

Fig. .3: Ir!formational aspect' (!{ brain-body-world interaction

From her environment, through her sense organs here, she is getting a lot of
information. What is being transmitted here is not material! There is a little
energy transmission, but it's very slight. It's largely iriforrnation, it's a sense of
pattern. That sense connects with memories and has effects on the hodyJom!. So, if
someone calls out to yOll an insulting phrase, that can have a tremendous effect
on your body form. It can be worse than a blow, as we all know.The body stores
information in languages.The brain is very familiar - it's an information processing
apparatus. But there are many others. The genetic store - the DNA -is famjliar to
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us. The immune system is very rnuch an information processing mechanisrn, and
its analyses are done in tern1S of infornution rather than nlaterial. There are
others: patterns of tissues - you can get a callus or a change in muscular structure.
That's information of a crude kind.

We human beings differ fi-om other anirnals in that we have a cultural transrnission
as well - so that infornution can be recorded outside of ourselves and passed on
to others. If we had to draw a con1puter analogy here, we might say that the
information content is the software and the rnaterial content is the hardware. We
all use word-processing progran1tnes. We can describe these as a series of little
n1etallic discs - which wouldn't be very helpful or we can describe thenl as a
series of algorithms or operations that we would do. That would be an
infonnational description that would be far n101T useflJI to most of us for most
purposes.

It's rrry thesis here that we have largely ignored the inf()rmational side ofhun1an
beings. I know HANNES PAUll (see his contribution on p. 179) would bear rne
out, as he has written on this topic. We've concentrated on substance - to the
relative neglect of pattern, perhaps. Let's come back to the structural diagrarrl
(F(I]. 4).

Cosmos

Life

Species

Whole body

Organs

Cells/tissues

Molecules

) Mind

Lymphocytes· immune system

DNA· genetic code

F~\!,. 4: Principal structllres and some informational correlates

Can we add informational ternlS to that diagran1? When I tried to draw this a
few years ago I ran into a great deal of trouble because there isn't tTIuch; I had to
n1ake up terms.What we can do is look at some examples. At the molecular level,
for example, at the DNA; here the physical substance is l1uterial and the genetic
code is the infornutional correlate and, as you see, far n10re interesting to most
of us. Unless you happen to be a physical chenlist you're likely to be interested
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only in the way in which the DNA is arranged. For species the infonnational
correlate might be social order. As an irnmunologist I was always very aware that
there were rnany immunocOlnpetent cells circulating in the body. But what was
fascinating about them was the information they carried on their surface - the
inlnlUne receptors. Now the brain - here's where we conle to mind! I under
stand, of course, that philosophers have debated concepts of nlind for centuries
and that there are diHerent views.What we are concerned with here is pragmatics
- at least I am - and I want a way of understanding what's happening in patients!
So I'nl going to adopt a monistic view of mind and brain, one that most
neurophysiologists would endorse, i.e. rnind is sornething that develops out of
the c0111plexity of the brain. In other words: rnind is the software of the brain. I
don't say that's right - I don't know if it's right - but I do say that it is useful! So
when the mind has an idea an idea is two things: An idea is a shifting of
material in terms of neurochemical trans111ission etc. in the brain, but an idea is
also a cognitive construction, isn't it? Purely pattern; and not necessarily connected
with particular nuterials. T don't know if I'm labouring this too much for some
people, I apologize if I am. But I have noticed that the concept is difficult
s0111etirnes to get across. Those are the main things I want to say about it, except
to add a personal view - and again a useful heuristic kind of idea on what spirit
may be. One way of conceptualizing spirit is as the order or pattern associated
with the cosrnos as a whole. So, mind is the pattern of brain; and spirit is the
pattern of the cosmos; spirit is 11lind's big brother. I find this a helpful aid to my
thinking.

Every level in Fig. 4 has both material and irgc)rmational characteristics, and we
can describe every event in either language. What passes between levels tends to
be infornlation rather than 11laterial. To go back to the example of someone
losing a job - the social level. It's a symbolic event, largely, that may have profound
effects, of course, on that person's whole body, on the 11lind. Such people may
becorne depressed; they rnay have a heart attack; they may cOlllmit suicide. It is
an exanlple of a purely informational event having a profound physiological
effect. I'm not c1ainling originality for these ideas, I should hasten to add. There
have been writers in psychosornatic medicine, like HINCKLE and MILLER who
have put forth similar ideas. There have been, particularly in the Germanic
tradition, writers like VON UEXKULL, PAULI and others who have tried to bring
these rather semiotic ideas into biology and medicine. Again, it's been largely
ignored, I would say, by mainstrearn nledicine. An excellent book written by
Foss and ROTHENBERG in 1987 deals with this, also, and talks about a new
medical paradignl which they call irifo-medicine.
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So now, what I hope we have here is a sirnple nlodel that includes pyschological,
social and spiritual terms. We can use it to frame hypotheses about health and
disease. Certain patterns in this map will favour health and certain patterns will
favour disease; and some of the observations will be rnaterial and some of them
will be informational. There are nlany possible hypotheses one could make
about which patterns flvonr health and which favour disease - and as you think
about it you may have your own. I want to propose one such hypothesis.

This hypothesis is that health is promoted by connectedness, which I see as
optimal information flow between all the levels of the person (see F(f,!,. 5). It's a
slightly more precise notion - at least, it holds out some hope of measurement
and operationalizing - slightly rnore precise than the Ne/F Age idea that all has to
be in balance and in harmony, or for that nutter, the old Greek idea. You'll see
this idea in a lot of writings, but usually in very general form. It has smne face
validity, and what I like about it is that you can apply it over the whole range
from moleCl/le to spirit, if you like, and you see that disconnectedness does by and
large tend to flvour disease and connectedness does tend to favour health. Blood
jlow or ncuro-transmission are necessary at the cellular level for the cells to survive,
but when the cells are cut off f1-0111 their honnone regulators - this can be clone
experimentally you tend to get tU1110urs.

Health optimal connectedness (information flow)
between levels

Disease promoted by disconnectedness:
cells/blood flow and innervation -t death
cells/hormonal regulators -t cancer
self/not-self differentiation inadequate -t auto-

immune disease
conscious/unconscious mind -t neurosis, psychosis
individual/group alienation -t disease, sociopathy
social group/world -t environmental destruction
individual/spiritual -t lack of meaning

Fig. 5: An «ir~forlllatiol1al» view (~f health and disease

The immune system is a wonderful example of the necessity for connectedness;
if the i111111lme system is not connected up right - if it doesn't know what's self
and not self - you get autoimmune disease. Non-optimal connection between
conscious and unconscious in either direction leads to trouble; too much
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suppression ofunconscious material and affect will lead to a deficient personality
- neurosis perhaps; too much stuff con1ing up from your unconscious can lead
to psychosis. Moving up to the social level: When the individual is alienated
frorn the group you tend to get disease - physical disease even, and other problems
like sociopathy.You take one nation and isolate it from the rest of the world 
and we see many exalnples of that - and you'll tend to get wars and international
strife. And when a social group is disconnected fi-orn the envirorunent we tend
to get destruction of that environnlent. Finally, some might say that when the
individual is alienated from a meaningful spiritual structure you get anomie, lack
of meaning, existential angst etc. So this model could begin to serve as a guide
for therapy. Some of the inlplications of following this line of thinking in terms
of working with people with physical disease can be formulated as follows:

«Informational» therapies can be expected to influence physical disease.
It is rational to undertake therapy at all levels in the hope of af1c'cting cancer
progression.
The aim is to strengthen connectedness, i.e. awareness of needs and how to
supply them, at all levels.
Ultinutely, the search for connectedness beconles a quest for meaning of
disease and of life.

1'111 thinking of cancer patients, but I'n1 sure it's apphcable to others. It makes
SOllle sense; it's not irrational to think that an infc)rnutional therapy could affect
a physical disease. In Llct it's rational - so it seems to llle - to undertake therapy
at all levels, social, spiritual, psychological. The aim would be to strengthen
connectedness, i.e. for the patients to strengthen their awareness of all of their
levels, and ofthe needs that these levels have, and how to supply them. Ultimately,
that search for connectedness becomes a quest fi)r meaning of disease and life,
and I'll come back to that point at the end. I hope we can see that this
connectedness idea is common sense and evident in many aspects of life, not
just health. For example, a large organisation nlUst have an adequate flow of
communication between its levels; if one individual - a manager - decides he's
going to set up in isolation frOtTI the rest of his company, he's not going to help
hinlSelf or the company very lllUch. Allopathic medicine tends to be «bottom
up», doesn't it? And what we're groping for here, I think, is some rationale for
applying «top-down» - psychological, social, spiritual - therapy; the higher level
therapy acting on the lower levels - the disorders of the body.

Let me sUllunarize this part of lny talk:

Living things are multilevel structures.
All structures have two qualities: material conlposition (hardware) and
infonnation/organisation (software).
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All changes necessarily involve all levels and both qualities. Infonnational
change affects nuterial.

Psychological and biological determination work together and are not
mutually exclusive.

How does this translate into clinical practice with people with cancer?

Progratntnes for patients, and experitnental designs

We have a number of prograrmnes for people who have cancer. Our nlost basic
one is 6 - 7 sessions, each session being two hours long, usually held once a
week - or it can be held over a weekend. Fig 6 shows SOllle of the things we
teach. Stress is a very acceptable word and its control is very much sought after
by most people these days. So, we talk about stress control and we teach relaxation,
give people books and tapes to take honle and practice. Then we use mental
imagery for healing. We teach people to visualize their cancer and their inlnlune
system attacking it. There is not yet much evidence for the efficacy of this
approach, but it provides a sense of being able to do something, and that in itself
is valuable. Then, we do standard psychological things like teaching goal setting
and problem solvin/'f, and we try to help people rnodel their communication skills by
small group empathic work, ventilation of erllotiol1, and sharing.

Orientation night: questions and answers
Week 1: Stress and relaxation
Week 2: Deep inner relaxation
Week 3: Mental imagery for healing. Managing thoughts

and emotions
Week 4: Developing your own mental imagery.

Positive affirmations
Week 5: Defining goals. Problem solving
Week 6: Taking control of our lives. Communications skills.

Fl~i;. 6: Basic copin<i; skills trainil~r,; programme

Let me say a little more about the imagery because it's intriguing to people who
haven't used these techniques themselves. We would typically start by showing
people pictures of a cancer cell being assaulted by an army oflynlphocytes.And
then we will do a relaxation - people imagining being in a safe place - then ask
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them to imagine what their own cancer looks like, and what they imagine their
immune system looks like, and how they can «see» their imrnune system, using
the word very loosely, attacking and reducing their cancers.

Fig. 7: Drawing by a patient

Fig. 7 was drawn by a young woman with a very serious pelvic cancer; you
don't need any experience in this field to see the reaction she had in her mind
to her cancer. A great deal of pain and distress, and a sense that the thing was
invulnerable to any kind of treatment whether medical or psychological. And
indeed, she died shortly afterwards.

An architect - who was a bit ofan artist - had a lymphoma that was affecting his
right arm particularly, and he has drawn something going on that looks about to
consume his whole being. He told me that he W;lS fishing while his arm was
being eaten away. This kind of picture can telJ you something, and in a very
direct way, about vvhat the patient thinks and feels aboLit his/her disease; it
serves as a good starting point for further discussion.

A lady who had breast cancer lived in the St. Lawrence Gulf. From her house
she could see the Baluga whales going Lip and down the Gulf. On her picture
she was in a hammock - a very peaceful scene, and that is the impression she
gave when she talked about it. It was a good image which does reflect the
harmony and peace in this lady. Indeed, she did very well.That's not to say there'
was any necessary cause or connection with the psychotherapy, but she did very
well, she changed her career, went back to schoo], and became a therapist her
self - that is a pattern one sees quite often. The work on the self leads not so
much to a wish to help others, as an inability to avoid trying to help others, and
that's what happened to her.
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Another picture is from one ofthe most remarkable people I have seen: a woman
with metastatic breast cancer with wide-spread rnetastases. She really liked the
idea of the imagery and she absorbed all the descriptions of the different im
mune cells - natural ki11er ce11s, T-cel1s, activated rnacrophages, and a little thing
in the middle which is the cancer cell - and she produced a number of such
pictures, with collages and all sorts of things. Her cancer pr3ctically dis3ppeared.
She became he31thy again after staying with us for a few weeks; then she went
back to her home town and started her own groups - she had enough information!
Eventually, she died of something else. However, she was getting some
chemotherapy; although nobody expected it would cure her, I don't really feel
that one can be sure of the correlation between her psychological change and
healing. It's just a probability, at best.

Our programmes all have a research aim, and we have tried to address quality of
life as an outcome as formulated in the following research questions:

A. Can quality if life be irnproved?

1. Does brief group intervention improve quality of life?

2. How does quality of life correlate with the coping skills training?

3. Are there intermediary psychological mechanisms in such a possible
correlation?

4. Which patient group is helped?

5. What is the place of the different forms of intervention?

B. Can progress (!f disease he affected?

We have shown in longitudinal studies that quality of life can be improved in a
lasting way by this simple kind of group programrne. We have compared the
quality oflife improvement that you get with a coping skills programme against
support alone, because people feel better if they just sit and chat. And we find a
two-f()ld greater increase when you add the teaching of specific coping skiJls.
It's very interesting to ask: How does this help? What intermediary mechanisms
- particularly, psychological mechanisms - could mediate this quality of life
improvelTrent? The two that we have looked at are perception of control, using a
specific instrument for that, and indeed, there's a high correlation between
improvement with group therapy and an improved sense of control. The other
one we've looked at is how much homeworh people do: a very embarrassing
result, there was no correlation whatsoever, which is not what we expected;
which is, I suppose, why yOll do research! .Just the fact of having something to
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do seemed - in my interpretation - to be more important than actually doing it.
We have done a large study to find out which patients were helped, which'
won't go into. We've looked at different forms of the intervention and found
that different ways of presenting the material, and different leaders, are equally
helpful.

Fig. 8: Compal'iSOII <if effects (!(r;roup discussiorl alone wilh group discussiou plus
psycllOeducalio/'l{/1 Irainiu5Z

nr;. 8 shows the data of a randomized controlled trial comparing coping skills
training with support alone. Two instrurnents have been used to assess quality of
life improvements, at tho different times after each intervention. The taller bars
are results with coping skills training, and the shorter bars, with support alone.
As you can see, there is a consistent difference.

This idea that mind might affect cancer still tends to be treated with some
derision in certain quarters. There is, however, quite a lot or evidence: the
mind, which we know by now, can have quite profound effects on the immune
system. The new subject of psychoneuro-inllTlUllology has been documenting
that, in so far as the immune system affects cancer (which might not be very far
for most kinds ofcancer), a very pJe'lsing sort of mechanistic connection can be
made.There is also a great ~jeal of evidence fi'ol11 animal stress studies: there's no
question that mental state in experimental animals can affect the rate of tumour
growth. A lot of human personality studies are pretty controversial, but it does
appear from them that repression ofemotion is a risk factor in cancer development
and progress.

Then, of course, the most convincing evidence would be intervention trials. If
you believe this idea, that mind affects cancer, why not do a therapy and show
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that life is prolonged. There are now two such good studies frorn the United
States.

SURVIVAL (MONTHS)

Control Intervention
a-
CD Survival from:CD

&' Study entry to death* 18.9 (10.8) 36.6 (37.6)
CD Initial medical visit to death 81.2 (53.9) 94.6 (61.0)a-

iD First metastasis to death·· 43.2 (20.5) 58.4 (45.4)u
c

-S
0 Mean (SO)

CD *p < 0.0001, Cox; p < 0.005, log-rank. **p < 0.01, Cox; p < 0.04, log-rank.

F~I!.. 9: Suruiual in breast cancer patients IfJith aJul UJithout support

F,'~I!,. 9 shows the results of the S['IEGEL, BLOOM and Y ALOM study which most of
you will know. It has been widely commented on and agreed to be methologically
sound. SPIEGEL and his colleagues randomized women with metastatic breast
cancer into a support group, which nleant once a week for a year, or no support,
just standard care; survival tirne was doubled by the therapy! A rernarkable result:
no drug can do that. One has to be cautious in that it was a fairly small experiment.
It needs repetition, and we are anl0ng the groups in North America who are
currently trying to replicate this.

FAWZY and colleagues in Los Angeles studied stage I melanoma patients in a
randomized controlled trial. Half of thenl received a coping skills prograrnme 
essentially very like ours,just a six week progranune - while the other half did
not. At six years, 10 died in the controls and 3 in the treated group, a significant
result. Very promising; it starts to look as if there nlight be sonlething in this
idea.

As I said, we're currently doing an approxinlate replication and extension on a
bigger scale of the SPIEGEL study, funded by the MIlC (Medical Research
Council) ofCanada. So we have a similar population ofnletastatic breast patients.
We are giving an intervention which is sirnilar to his, but adding SOlne cognitive
behavioural work, and we will be looking at medical outcome at five years.This
kind of experiment, as is being widely discussed in this book, is the way to show
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whether or not there is an average effect of a treatment on a variable like life
span. It has its limits, of course, as is obvious to you, I think.YoLl never know
which individuals have had an increase in lifespan, you only know for the group,
and furthermore you don't know what has gone on in people. There must have
been something that has gone on in some of those women to have enabled them
to live longer. What is that? I vmuld like to know.

Fig. 10: Outline fiJI' studying ~tTects of psycholo,\!ical interllention on cancer progression

For that yOLl need a correlative design. Now, for some years, I have been piloting
the study outlined in Fig. 10, starting to get serioLis aboLit it now, and writing
grant requests - not yet fundec1. What I'm trying to do is to get patients with
measurable cancer who are not getting a confounding medical treatment; there
arc some of those. Then to work with them, with all of the psychotherapy we
know how to do, in groups, and do psychological assessments as we go along,
and have close medica] monitoring at the same time.A prospective longitudinal
design. We look for the occasional people - of whom we've seen some over the
last twelve years - who have remissions. An actual shrinkage of the tumour
would become the endpoint. Then we will go back to the audio-tapes of the
interviews and go back to the psychological instruments and see ifwe can put
together the psychology and the physiology. That's a very hard experiment to
do, obviously, and depends on there being a sufficient percentage of therapy
subjects, say 5% or III ore, who will show an effect. 1 don't know if it can be
done, but 1 do believe it's worth trying, because J think it's the only way we can
get hard information on what exactly is going on with this ment;llly assisted
healing.
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Does disease have meaning?

Patients, of course, will ask us, or nlay not unless we question theIn, but they
will be thinking: Why did this happen to me? I'm a good person, why did I get
this rotten disease? Was it just an accident? That's an almost intolerable idea, isn't
it? Or is it significant in smne way; how can I nuke sense ofit? I think we all ask
ourselves this of any catastrophic event. EINSTEIN'S question is relevant here, he
said: «The nlost important question is, is the universe a fiiendly place?» If it is
not, we arc in trouble. If it is a friendly place, as most would like to believe, why
the hell did I get cancer? Or worse, why did my child get cancer? Different
traditions give different answers to this questions. The materialist will say - at
least in his professsional guise - there's no Ineaning, these are biochenlical events,
cancer is a genetic accident. Not a very c0111f()rting conclusion, but still the
current fashion I would guess. Psychoanalysts have a different answer; they nuy
say - at least they did in the fifties or sixties: it is an expression ofan unconscious
conflict projected into the sonla; he had a problem~, he didn't want to deal with
it mentally, so he got a cancer instead! WOODY ALLEN says something sinlilar. A
spiritual healer may have a dit1t~rent answer. He will say: It's God's will, it is all
part of a divine plan, you don't know what that is, but you are watching it being
played out in your body! So each of these perspectives, perhaps, has something
to offer as some part of the truth. But none of them has all of it. They arc
different levels of explanation.

We began with a Inodel that tried to connect all the parts and to bring into our
understanding and into our therapy, not just the body, but the nlind, the social
and spiritual levels. How would we answer this question if we have that Inodel
in the back of our minds? Well, in our systenls view, every structure or event 
an event is just a structure in Illotion - every structure has infornldtion content.
And the meaning of each structure, I would suggest, is to be found in its relation
to all other structures.The nleaning ofa piece of infonnation - when you think
about it - is really: How is it connected up with everything else?

If we just look at an event - nlaybe it's a cancer, Illaybe it's a thunderstonn - and
we don't see connections to anything else, then we talk about chance. The
primitive says that thunderstorrn is due to chance because he doesn't understand
nleteorology. Once we begin to connect it to something else, we say: Ah ha,
there is a cause to this, A causes B, because we reproducibly observe A before we
observe B. It is still not a conlprehensive explanation; it's like one slice through
an orange, isn't it? Meaning is found - I would suggest - when we try to connect
something with everything in the universe. An impossible task! But it's an ideal
that one might work towards. It's interesting ifyou think about cancer this way;
our understanding is still at a priinitive level, we still tend to think of it as an
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accident. That just means we don't understand the connections. You will be
familiar with this idea when you think about mental function. The meaning of
a fact, or a sensation, is its relationship to everything you've experienced in the
past, isn't it? It nlcans nothing in isolation. A person means nothing in isolation,
really. I think cancer is the same, and cancer has a nleaning - as does any event,
in relation to everything else that's happening in that person's life, has happened,
and will happen, both bef<Jre and after, at all levels. If you say: That's going too
Ell-! If you say, No!, cancer has no meaning, then what Tsuggest you're saying is
that your life has no meaning. I sometinles say that to patients who are open to
this kind of discussion, as an idea to reflect upon. If cancer has no meaning, then
what does? So how do we translate this into the clinic?
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Fi,I!,. 11: 'lil/O dtlJi'l'cll{ COllccpts (!/ understandin~1!, the onset 4 cancer

In our eductional work with patients we will otten use the simple diagram in
Fig. 11, which is just SOllle of the levels that we have looked at already, and say:
A is the way how cancer has been viewed,just a IUll1p in the body, no connection
to anything else! B is another way to look at it, like one of those party balloons,
and it has a bulge in it at every level. The good news is that you can affect it by
working at any level, you can stick a pin in it anywhere and you can collapse it
in the body perhaps.We suggest that the direction of therapy is to try to increase
connectedness between all of the levels, and we have very specifIC techniques
for trying to encourage them - sonle of which I've talked about.

So healing becomes the search for nleaning, or the experience of nleaning,
perhaps better.The search for the experience of meaning at all of these levels of
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ourselves; and the question, How can I heal?, becomes the same as the question:
Who am I?

Fig. 12: The healing Journey

The developmental pathway of healing that I have begun to use in working
with some patients (those most dedicated to self-help) is shown in Fig. 12. Our
ordinary living patterns are fairly automatic or unaware. The advantage of a
crisis like cancer is that it gives us incentive for change, for self-help, so the self
help journey may begin. It may progress for a little while; and then the person
may slide back into denial and may not even get off the ground, because its too
painful to think about change for many of us. But if the threat can be
acknowledged, and that's a critical step for us to take, we can then begin by
learning some self-control strategies, and that can be a rather rewarding time for
people who undertake this work. Ah ha, there is something I can do, I can
change the way I feel, the way I look at things, my hopes about this ,situation;
no, I'm not being unrealistic, but I can do something, I'm not just passive.Then
for some people this will shift to a focus on increasing awareness for its own
sake. I see this as the second leg of a journey. Healing the cancer, now, is not the
main aim; the aim becomes getting connected for its own sake. Goals have to be
clarified, some of the obstacles in ourselves have to be confronted. As we all
know, it's difficult and can be a long job. Again, for some of these people, the
focus will then shift to a third leg - to transpersonal goals. By that I mean goals
outside the individual concerned with other people or concerned with the
spiritual dimension. People may get closer to the significance of their lives.
Some will tend to find meaning in social interactions, and put more time into
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thenl; they also might get nearer to God or however they conceptualize that.
And of course, the work one does has to be non- religious and non-dogmatic.

But by teaching methods like meditation, internal dialogue with an inner healer,
and by having people write a life story and present it, meaning at this level will
often el11erge. Healing in a broad sense can occur even when the disease is
progressing, and people, I've noticed, will often die much nlOre peacefully if
they have made some progress along this path.They will often have paranormal
experiences, for exanlple out-of-body experiences, and other interesting things
which may happen, particularly near the tinle of death. People die in relative
peace of n'lind, and death itself becomes much less fearful as people move
towards it. There is greater acceptance: I'm sure if KOBLER-Ross had been here
she would have talked about acceptance as the ideal final stage ofgrowth before
death.

I'ln sometimes told: Well that's fine, you're working with nlotivated patients, an
unusual group; you should see the patients I have to deal with.They couldn't do
this! But I think this progress is possible for most people although not perhaps
for everybody. It's not difficult in principle. It's not easy in practice, of course!
With the right kind ofencouragement, instruction and help, I think I110St people
can nlOve along this pathway and be helped by doing so. The therapist himself
or herself ideally needs to be involved in some search for nleaning in his or her
own lite, to give this whole process integrity.

In tenns of the scientific agenda, then, the aim is to describe this pathway, this
healingjourney, using the kind of nlodel I have suggested.The long term ainl is
to arrive at sonle sort of developmental path of healing. Something analogous
perhaps, to the stages of moral development of KOHLBEI<-G, or even the
developl11ent of intelligence in children by PlACET. I think we badly need that
kind of systematization of what happens in healing because all we have at the
Inoment is a lot of New Age speculation.

To slmlnurize, there is I11eaning in relationship between events, and symptorns
have rneaning.A syInpt01n is a dynamic structure with information content that
has rneaning in its relationship to everything else that's going on. Healing comes
fi'onl the effects ofinformation fr0111 a larger system, f1-0111 the higher dimensions
on affected parts. Another way of saying that a phenomenological way of
saying it, perhaps is that healing comes fi'om the experience of meaning, and
therapy, according to this kind of rnodel, is ultimately the discovery of meaning
and trying to experience one's relationship to a larger order.
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